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From the days of the week to playing hopscotch, patterns are all around you. Keep turning the
pages to find out how your life is full of patterns and sequences.

From School Library JournalK-Gr 2—Essential early learning concepts such as patterns,
opposites, position words, and feelings are introduced in an interactive format in this new series.
The unique format of these books presents readers with a relatable scenario and asks them to
predict what will be on the next page. For example, readers must guess the next item to come in
a pattern in Finish the Pattern and describe the emotions being felt in Name That Feeling. By
allowing readers to check their answers by flipping the page, the books use a unique format to
teach important vocabulary and concepts. Layouts include bright graphics and colorful
photographs that support the content of the text. The books are slightly longer than most early
readers, though the question-and-answer format will likely sustain the interest of young learners.
VERDICT This series provides a unique, interactive reading experience for early readers;
recommended for early elementary collections. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About
the AuthorCari Meister has written more than 130 books for children, including the Tiny series
(Penguin) and the Fast Forward Fairy Tales series (Scholastic). Cari is a school librarian and she
loves to visit other schools and libraries to talk about the joy of reading and writing. Cari lives in
the mountains of Colorado with her husband, four boys, one horse, and one dog. You can find
out more about her at www.carimeister.com. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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WHAT’S NEXT?FINISH THE PATTERNA TURN-AND-SEE BOOKby Cari Meister

Patterns are things that repeat or happen in a certain way. They are predictable. You know what’s
going to happen next, like the days of the week.Use clues from the text and the photos to guess
what comes next. Then turn the page and see if you are right!

Time for a cold treat on a hot day. Look at those fruity popsicles! Red, orange, yellow, red,
orange . . .What comes next?turnandsee

Yellow! What a delicious way to cool off!

It’s time for a game of hopscotch! First, hop on one leg. Then, hop on two. One leg, two legs, one
leg . . .What comes next?turnandsee

Finish the gas prices

Where Is It?: A Turn-And-See Book (What's Next?), What's the Opposite?: A Turn-And-See
Book (What's Next?), Name that Feeling: A Turn-And-See Book (What's Next?), Finish the
Pattern: A Turn-And-See Book (What's Next?)

The book by Cari Meister has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 28 people have provided feedback.
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